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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
Why is the neighbor relationship between R1 &amp; R2 and R1
&amp; R3 an L2-type neighborship?
A. because the network type between R1, R2, and R3 is
point-to-point
B. because the hello interval is not the same on those three
routers
C. because the circuit type on those three routers is L1/L2
D. because the area ID on R1 is different as compared to the
area ID of R2 and R3
Answer: D
Explanation:
With IS-IS, an individual router is in only one area, and the
border between areas is on the link that connects two routers
that are in different areas. A Level 2 router may have
neighbors in the same or in different areas, and it has a Level
2 link-state database with all information for inter-area
routing. Level 2 routers know about other areas but will not
have Level 1 information from its own area.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/ps6599/products_white_paper
09186a00800a3e6f.sh tml

NEW QUESTION: 2
What can you use the View Browser app to do?
A. Display released analytical queries
B. Display released analytical queries and authorized custom
queries
C. Get a list of all available analytical CDS views and their
artifacts
D. Launch analytic cloud stories
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Oceanside Information
The community of Oceanside is interested in obtaining a
broadband access solution to all of the homes in the

neighborhood. There is no fiber access in the neighborhood;
however there is fiber near the entrance to the neighborhood on
Highway A1A. The neighborhood association has requested that
the proposal not have any tear-up of the existing roads.
The anticipated service area is approximately 1/2 x 1/3 miles.
Click on the Exhibit button to access the "Oceanside Map" and
the "RFP Requirements"

The customer requirement calls for an over subscription rate of
20%, this supports which of the following statements?
A. Allows the use of bi-polar antennas
B. Requires the use of 5.7/5.8 GHz for the links
C. Allows the designer to plan capacity at a lower required
throughput for the system
D. Requires the designer to plan capacity at a higher
throughput for the system
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option C
B. Option B
C. Option D
D. Option A
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Explanation
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